IN THE HEADLINES

News about Poma, CEA, Rossignol, Schneider Electric, Grenoble INP, Caves de la Chartreuse, ESRF...

Mountain Planet attendance up 35%

The 22nd edition of the biennial Mountain Planet Trade Show, held in Grenoble on April 13-15, was attended by 19,000 visitors from 60 different countries, up 35% compared to the previous event.

Read more...

CEA-Leti signs R&D agreement with Intel

On May 12th, 2016, CEA-Leti, the Grenoble research lab specializing in micro and nanotechnologies, signed a 5-year R&D agreement with Intel, the American group that leads the world in semiconductors.

Read more...

Poma invests €20m in production facilities

Poma’s 2016 Industrial Policy Plan features a €20M investment in facilities in the Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes region to meet the growing worldwide demand for cable transport systems.

Read more...

Skiing connected by Rossignol

Rossignol has partnered with PIQ, a Paris-based start-up, in the launch a new “connected” skiing offer. The PIQ multisport sensor...
CEA tops the “top 25 global innovators - government”

The CEA is ranked at the top of Reuters’ list of the world’s most innovative public research institutes (excluding universities). The Grenoble research center is ranked ahead of Germany’s Fraunhofer Society and Japan’s Science and Technology Agency. The top position was awarded for the CEA’s excellent level of patenting, multiple partnerships with industrialists and large number of spin-offs.

The Grenoble Institute of Technology Foundation Schneider Electric create Plastronics chair

The Grenoble Institute of Technology Foundation and SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC have initiated MINT, an industrial research chair of excellence in plastronics, the scientific discipline that integrates electronic functions into 3D molded plastic forms…

Work commences on new Chartreuse liqueurs site

Construction work on the new Chartreuse liqueurs site in Grenoble-Isère began at the end of March. Close to €8M is being invested in the buildings where distilling and bottling of the famous green liqueur will start at the end of 2018. Part of the production will continue to be aged in the current facility in Voiron, which boasts the world’s longest liqueur cellar. Reception of the public will also be enhanced with exhibitions, festive events, company seminars and group visits.

Metallic ink in scrolls of Herculaneum

By combining different techniques available at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF), such as X-ray fluorescence micro-imaging, X-ray diffraction and spectroscopy, an international team of scientists has proven the presence of metallic ink in two fragments of the famous scrolls from the Villa of the Papyri in Herculaneum, carbonized by the eruption of Mount Vesuvius in 79 AD.
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THEY’VE CHOSEN GRENOBLE-ISERE, FRANCE

New companies

• AZIMUT MONITORING. Acquired by the German Hager Group, the Azimut Monitoring company, specialized in environmental measurement (air quality, noise, etc.), is moving from the Savoie to Grenoble-Isère.
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